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Preface
The cycle of the conferences “WORDS” was inaugurated in Rouen (France) in
September 1997. This event has come up to the expectation of many researchers:
taking into account the importance and the topicality of the results that illustrate the
theory of words, this topic deserves a periodical high quality workshop. Due to the
great number of participants, this initiative was a success. This led the conference to be
organized a second time in Rouen in 1999. After a second success, the colloquium has
begun a trip through Europe. The third conference held in Palermo (Italy) in September
2001, and the next one will held it Turku (Finland) in 2003.
At the same time a special issue of Theoretical Computer Science has been devoted
to each of these conferences. I have the pleasure to write the preface of this third
issue, following the previous volumes 218 and 273. The contents provide a good
image of the theory of words, as it appears at the beginning of this new century.
Beside classical, and still fruitful topics such variable-length codes or in7nite words,
novelty takes an important place: very interesting lines of search are concerned by new
theoretical questions; new combinatorical methodologies are introduced for more easily
solving di9cult classical problems. All these fruitful studies emphasize the particular
liveliness and validity of the concept of word.
I would like to thank warmly all those who allowed this issue to appear, especially Pr.
Giorgio Ausiello, chief editor of TCS-A, all the authors, and the anonymous referees.
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